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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes an implementation of real-time simulation and control in the DEVS-

Scheme environment. The plant is described by discrete event models developed within the 

event-based control paradigm. A model of the controller is employed to validate its design 

against a model of the plant. The same model is then migrated over to actual operation by 

interfacing it to a programmable sensor/actuator interface unit. A system entity structure is 

employed to generate both the simulation and execution versions of the controller. This 

methodology is supported by extensions to the DEVS-Scheme simulation environment 

which facilitate its use for real-time control. As an example, an intelligent controller is 

developed to control temperature and pressure of an oxygen production prototype system 

which converts carbon dioxide to oxygen. Such a system is eventually intended to operate 

autonomously on Mars. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years the dramatic decrease in the cost of computing hardware has led 

to a proliferation of real-time systems in a wide range of applications. Many of the 

computer systems now being introduced are used to control commercial, industrial and 

communications systems. The facilities required of the software in these applications vary 

as widely as the style of application [4]. As a result, it has become necessary to develop a 

set of generalized real-time software design techniques that are useful in the full range of 

applications. Both the real-time simulation and control techniques in DEVS-Scheme [24] 

are developed to control an Oxygen production test system. Ramohalli, Lawton, and Ash, 

(1989) proposed an Oxygen production system for operation on Mars [13]. Martian CO2-

rich atmosphere is filtered and compressed to a temperature and pressure suitable for 

electrocatalysis in a zirconia-based Oxygen cell. Ramohalli et al, (1989) raise the question: 

"What are the best designs and operation parameters for the Mars mission?". Design issues 

include the size of the inlet pipe, power requirements of the compressor and design of the 

Oxygen cell including: "cell configuration, material properties, electrical parameters such as 

operating voltage and current density, electrode materials, and method of application" 

(Ramohalli et al., 1989). 

1.1. Objective and Approaches. 

In a real-time control system, the computer controls the operation of the sensors and 

actuators to ensure that correct plant operations are performed at appropriate times. 
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However the complexity of a system usually grows with the number of its parts. The 

sophisticated processes required in a modern chemical production plant make it difficult to 

simulate the plant's behavior and to design a controller using only control engineering 

techniques. Failure to design the controller properly may result in injury to human 

operators and damage to physical assets. It is therefore crucial to validate the controller's 

operation through simulation prior to its implementation. A simulation environment that 

also provides for real-time operation can improve the final design by enabling critical 

response times to be estimated and accounted for. 

In the DEVS-Scheme [24] discrete-event simulation environment, the behavior of 

systems can be studied before they are realized in the real world. This thesis reports on 

work in which DEVS-Scheme was extended to support real-time simulation and control. 

We now can design a controller and test it against a model of the plant. The plant model 

components are then replaced with actual physical components. The same control model 

can then be used to control the physical devices. To provide more hardware handling 

capability, we also developed an interface between DEVS-Scheme and the C programming 

language. This interface communicates with a programmable sensor/actuator interface unit 

to send the control commands generated within DEVS-Scheme to physical actuators 

and to receive readings from physical sensors. 

In the DEVS-Scheme environment it is natural to employ the Event-Based Control 

Paradigm [19,20]. Unlike conventional sampled-data based control, which needs very 

precise sensors, the event-based control uses simpler sensors that have threshold-like 

characteristics. The control model provides the minimum time and maximum time to 

achieve the control goal, and an error is detected if the expected sensor response does not 



fall within this window. The error message can carry important information for diagnostics 

[20]. 

The System Entity Structure of DEVS-Scheme supports two of the characteristics of 

good real-time software: flexibility and extensibility. We can simulate our control system 

and migrate it to real-time control by pruning the System Entity Structure in alternative 

ways. 

1.2 Overview of the Thesis. 

This thesis deals with the development of the DEVS-Scheme capabilities for real-time 

simulation and control. In chapter 2, we provide an explanation of the DEVS-Scheme 

simulation environment. We explain the DEVS-formalism and interpret it for real-time 

discrete systems. We also review the System Entity Structure and Pruning as well as the 

event-based control paradigm. 

Chapter 3 provides a short description of real-time systems and their characteristics. 

Our main contribution, the extension of DEVS-Scheme to real-time simulation and control, 

is then discussed. 

Chapter 4 shows the application of our proposed real-time simulation and control 

methodology. We design and test an intelligent controller to control temperature and 
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pressure of an Oxygen production prototype system which converts Carbon Dioxide to 

Oxygen. Such a system is eventually intended to operate autonomously on Mars. 

Chapter 5 presents the structure of a proposed hierarchical real-time control system for 

the Oxygen processing system. 

Chapter 6 discusses conclusions and possible future extensions to this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEVS-SCHEME ENVIRONMENT 

2.1. DEVS Formalism. 

A system can be described as existing in any one of a set of internal configurations or 

"states" with discrete inputs and outputs. The state of the system summarizes the 

information concerning past inputs that is needed to determine the response of the system to 

subsequent inputs [16]. The discrete event formalism focuses on the changes of state 

variable values and generates time segments that are piecewise constant. A real-time 

discrete event control system is sensitive to the (wall-clock) times at which external inputs 

are received and internal events generated [12]. 

In the DEVS formalism, one must specify basic models from which larger ones are 

built, and describe how these models are connected together in hierarchical fashion. In this 

formalism, basic models are defined by the structure : 

M  =  < X ,  S , Y ,  S i n t ,  8 e x t >  A ,  t a >  

X : the set of external input event types. In a real-time system, an external event has 

characteristics such that it occurs in the system's environment, and it occurs at a 

specific point in time. Any occurrence that arises within the transformation 

representing the system is an internal event. Only an event which occurs outside the 

system boundary is qualified as an external event [18]. In the DEVS simulation 

environment, a model receives external events generated by other models, which 
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can be considered as pseudo-external events. Real-external events come from the 

real world environment. 

S : the sequential state set; two state variables usually are present: phase, a control 

state, and sigma, the time left in this phase; other state variables may be added as 

needed. 

Y : the set of external event types generated as output. A model generates two types of 

output events. One type is sent to other models as pseudo-external events to trigger 

their external transition functions, the other type is sent to the system environment 

as real-external events to perform control actions. 

&intt $ext 

: the internal (external) transition junction dictating state transitions due to internal 

(external input) events. 

A : the output function generating external events as output. 

ta : the time advance function. This function determines the next transition time of each 

internal event. When sigma is present, ta just returns its value. A real-time clock is 

added to the transition system. An upper bound is imposed on the transition relative 

to the clock. 

Specification of modular discrete event models requires that we adopt a different view 

than that fostered by traditional simulation languages. As with modular specification in 
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general, we must view a model as possessing input and output ports through which all 

interaction with the environment is mediated. In the discrete event case, events determine 

values appearing on such ports. 

More specifically, when real or pseudo-external events, arising outside the model, are 

received on its input ports, the model description must determine how it responds to them 

through an external transition function. Also, internal events arising within the model 

change its state, as well as manifesting themselves as events on the output ports to be 

transmitted to other models. 

The DEVS formalism is realized in DEVS-Scheme, a general purpose environment for 

constructing hierarchical discrete event models. The DEVS-Scheme is coded in SCOOPS, 

the object-oriented superset of PC-Scheme. The class specialization hierarchy is illustrated 

in figure 1. 

ENTITIES 

MODELS PROCESSORS 

ATOMIC-
MODELS 

FORWARD-
MODELS 

TABLE-
MODELS 

COUPLED-
MODELS 

SIMULATORS 

COORDINATORS 

ROO -CO-

DIGRAPH-
MODELS 

KERNEL-
DELS 

ORDINATOR 

REAL-ATOMIC-
MODELS 

1 
BROADCAST- CELLUAR-
MODELS MODELS 

HYPERCUBE-
MODELS 

CONTROLLED-
MODELS 

Figure 1. Class hierarchy of the DEVS-Scheme 
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All classes are subclasses of the universal class entities which provides tools for 

manipulating objects in these classes. The inheritance mechanism ensures that general 

facilities need only be defined once and for all model types. Models and Processors 

provide the basic constructs needed-for modelling and simulation [23]. 

The Real-Atomic-Model Class was added to realize the real-time atomic-model level of 

the DEVS formalism in figure 1. It inherits variables corresponding to each part of the 

formalism of the Atomic-models class, and has a new state variable called interface-fn 

(figure 2). This state variable will be assigned a function that generates the low-level 

control commands from a model for real-time control. Each real-atomic-model can have a 

unique description for its interface-fn. 

;;;;; real-atomic-model-class 

(mk-st 'ieal-atomic-models '(interface-fn)) 

(define-class real-atomic-models 
(classvars) 
(instvars 

(ind-vars real-atomic-models-inds) 
) 

(mixins atomic-models) 
(options 

gettable-variables 
settable-variables 
inittable-variables) 

) 

(compile-class real-atomic-models) 

Figure 2. Real-Time atomic model class definition. 
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2.2. System Entity Structure. 

To appropriately represent a family of models for a given system, we need a knowledge 

representation scheme. The System Entity Structure [24] is based on a labelled tree-like 

graph encompassing the system boundaries and decompositions conceived for the system. 

An entity signifies a conceptual part of the system which has been identified as a 

component in one or more decompositions. 

This knowledge representation embodies the following three relationships: 

decomposition, taxonomy, and coupling. 

Decomposition knowledge refers to a scheme for representing how an object is 

decomposed into subcomponents. The scheme is hierarchical since components themselves 

may be decomposed into subcomponents, and so on, to a depth determined by the 

modeler's objective. 

Taxonomic knowledge means a representation for the kinds of variants that are possible 

for an object i.e, how the variants are categorized and subclassified. Alternative choices for 

components of an entity, or for entire system being modelled, are expressed by this 

concept. 

Coupling knowledge describes how component models interface with each other and 

what constraints apply to component combinations. 
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Figure 3 shows an example of the System Entity Structure. The entity ABC is 

decomposed into entity AB and entity C; AB is further decomposed into A and B 

(decomposition knowledge). Entity C is specialized into CI and C2 (taxonomic 

knowledge). Missing from the figure is an indication of how coupling knowledge is 

represented (see [24]). 

ABC 

ABC.dec 

r 1 
AB C 

ABfec C.spec 

I 1 
B C1 C2 

Figure 3. A System Entity Structure 

A System Entity Structure (SES) lays out a family of possible models, which might for 

example, be alternatives in a system design problem. Pruning is the process of creating a 

pure entity structure which has no specializations and at most one decomposition per entity, 

therefore, specifying a smaller family of alternative models. Figure 4 illustrates that a 

pruned entity structure represents a particular design alternative for the system, subsystem 

or component represented by the system entity structure. 

ABC 

ABC.dec 

I 1 
AB ci_c 

AB.dec 

I 
I 
A B 

Figure 4. A Pruned Entity Structure 
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2.3. Event-Based Control Paradigm. 

We shall use the DEVS formalism to characterize the Event-Based Control Paradigm, 

which is a basis for intelligent control [20]. Conventional sampled-data control requires that 

the sensor reading be sufficiently precise compared with final accuracy requirements. In 

contrast, event-based logic does not require sensor output precision. Sensors can have 

threshold-like characteristics. Only two output states are needed, though more may be 

employed. To generate the time windows, however, the output states of the sensor must be 

accurately and reliably correlated with values of significant process variables. Figure 5 

shows how threshold level 1 determines the first time-window (Tmax - Tmin) [20]. 

window 
time 

minimum time 

Tmin 
clock 

Figure 5. Threshold level determines window time 

This Event-Based Control concept is implemented by the DEVS model described in 

pseudo-code in figure 6. Here, the model moves through its check-states in response to the 

received input, as long as that input arrives within the expected time window. Each check-

state Pi has associated with it a minimum time, Tmin(Pi), and a window time, Twin(Pi). 

The model starts in some assumed check-state PI with the sigma variable set to Tmin(Pl). 

This means that it will stay in phase minimum-time for a duration Tmin(Pl). If a sensor 
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input is received during this period, the external transition function recognizes this as an 

enror, since it is too early for the expected sensor response. 

Pseudo-Code for DEVS description of Event-Based Control. 

state-variables: 
sigma 'inf 
phase 'active 
minimum-time Tmin 
window-time Twin 

* initial check-state : Pi 

define the external transition function: 

receive sensor input from input port 
case phase 

minimum-time : hold-in'early-error 0 
window : if sensor-value = expected-value 

then hold-in 'next-command 0 
else hold-in 'value-error 0 

define the internal transition function: 
case phase 

active : hold-in 'minimum-time (state-minimum-time s) 
minimum-time : hold-in 'window (state-window-time s) 
window : hold-in 'late-error 0 
next-command : change next check-state (Pi+1) 
early-error, late-error, value-error : passivate 

define the output function: 
case phase 

early-error : send "input arrive too early" to error-port 
late-error : send "expected input does not arrive" to error-port 
value-error : send "error in sensor value" to error-port 
next-command : send next control command to command-port 

Figure 6. DEVS description of the event-based control logic 

The internal transition function causes the model to transition to phase window once 

Tmin(Pl) has elapsed without external interruption. The model is scheduled to stay in this 

phase for a duration given by Twin(Pl). If a sensor input is received during this period, 
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the external transition function tests it for validity of the value. If the test succeeds, an 

appropriate control command is issued from a transient phase next-command, the check-

state is updated to P2, the minimum-time phase is entered, and the model is scheduled to 

remain there for the appropriate duration, Tmin(P2). If the test fails, an error is reported. 

Finally, the internal transition function causes an error transition if the period, Twin(Pl), 

has elapsed without receipt of the expected sensor input. 

As an example, suppose we want to control the temperature of a pipe. We need a 

heater(actuator) and thermocouple transducer(sensor) for closed-loop control. First, the 

controller model, which is implemented in the event-based control concept with data about 

the minimum time and window time to reach the goal-temperature(Tg), produces an output 

message(control command). During the time that the temperature is rising, the model 

changes its phase. As illustrated in figure 7, when the temperature reaches the goal value, 

Tg, the sensor responds to the model with the value. If the temperature reaches Tg before 

Twin, the model will be in the minimum-time state, causing the phase to be changed to 

early-error. If the Tg signal is sent to the model during the window-time state, the model 

will carry out the transition to the next-command state and the output function will generate 

the next control command. 

An essential advantage of the event-based control is that the error messages can bear 

important information for diagnostic purposes. This is feasible when a DEVS model is 

developed for the process and used to determine the time windows for sensor feedback. 

We shall illustrate how such models can be developed in a later chapter. 



window 
time 

minimum time 

level 1 

clock min max 

sensor response M control sensor 
| command | 

clock 

ph3Se4 early-error jvindow-
"tirne 

minimum-time 

clock 

a) Early response case 

l/Ol 
control sensor, response 
command 1 i 

clock 

phase window-
tjme\. next-command 

minimum-time 

clock 

b) On time response case 

Figure 7. Heater control using the event-based control paradigm. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REAL-TIME SYSTEMS 

3.1. Definition of a Real-Time System 

A Real-Time Computer System is interfaced directly to physical equipment in the real 

world. In order to control real world devices, the computer needs to sample the sensors 

(measurement devices) at regular intervals and send time-bounded commands to the 

actuators. Therefore, a real-time clock is needed. 

A Real-Time System reacts in response to events in the environment in which it is 

operating. It is a collection of devices, controlled by a stored program of instructions, 

which acts as the regulating element in a feedback loop. 

In any system, the times at which input is received and output is produced are 

significant. This is usually because the input corresponds to some movement in the 

physical world, and the output has to relate to that same movement. The lag from input 

time to output time must be sufficiently small for acceptable performance. A Real-Time 

system can be defined to be: any information processing activity or system which has to 

respond to externally generated input stimuli within a finite and specified period [6]. 

The correctness of a Real-Time System depends not only on the logical result of the 

computation, but also on the time at which the result is produced. We distinguish between 

hard and soft real-time systems. 
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Hard real-rime systems are those where it is absolutely imperative that responses occur 

within the specified deadline. Soft real-time systems are those where response times are 

important but the system will still function correctly if deadlines are occasionally missed. 

Soft systems are distinguished from interactive systems in which there are no explicit 

deadlines. For controlling a high pressure pipe or a high temperature nuclear reactor core, 

time is obviously a very severe constraint on the performance of the system. Failure to 

respond quickly to the system may result in catastrophic damage [1]. 

3.2. Characteristics of Real-Time Systems. 

A Real-Time System possesses many special characteristics, either inherent or 

imposed. Any general-purpose language which is to be used for the effective programming 

of a real-time system must have facilities which support these characteristics [6]. 

* A real-time system, by definition, must respond to the real world events. The real world 

is continuously changing and evolving. Since the program is the reflection of the needs and 

activities of the real world, the real-time system must undergo constant maintenance and 

enhancement during its life time. Therefore the real-time system software must be 

extensible. The knowledge representation scheme, the System Entity Structure and the 

Model Base in DEVS-Scheme supports this requirement [24]. 

* In order to calculate what changes must be made to the controlled variables, it is 

necessary to have a mathematical model of the plant. The derivation of that model is the 
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concern of the distinct discipline of control engineering. The DEVS-Scheme can be 

interfaced with number-crunching languages(C, Pascal, etc), so that the complex 

mathematical operations required in such models can be handled in the simulation 

environment. 

* Reliability and safety requirements are usually much more stringent for real-time systems 

than for other computer applications. For the use in a hostile environment, it must be 

possible to design and implement a system which will fail only in controlled ways. 

Furthermore, where operator interaction is required, care must be taken in the design of the 

interface in order to minimize the possibility of human error. 

* The nature of a real-time system requires computer components to interact with the 

external world. They need to monitor sensors and control actuators for a wide variety of 

real world devices. These devices interface to the computer via input and output registers. 

Their operational requirements are device and computer dependent [6]. 

3.3. Implementation of DEVS-Scheme in the Real-Time Mode. 

The above requirements guided our extension of the DEVS-Scheme simulation 

environment for real-time simulation and control. To describe this extension requires first 

that we describe the simulation process as it is implemented in DEVS-Scheme. 
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Recalling the class hierarchy of DEVS-Scheme (Figure 1), the Simulators, Co

ordinators, and Root-co-ordinator classes carry out the simulation of DEVS models by 

implementing the abstract simulator principles developed as part of the DEVS theory [24]. 

In essence, an abstract simulator is an algorithmic description of how to carry out the 

instructions implicit in DEVS models which generate their behavior. The implementation in 

DEVS-Scheme has the characteristics of a "virtual multiprocessor" in that each of the 

processor objects could in principle be assigned to a different physical computer. 

Simulators and Co-ordinators are assigned to handle Atomic-models and Coupled-

models, respectively. A root-co-ordinator manages the overall simulation and is linked to 

the co-ordinator of the outermost coupled model. Simulation proceeds by means of 

messages passed among the processors which carry information concerning internal and 

external events, as well as data needed for synchronization. 

Figure 8 shows that messages have fields for source of origination, time and content. 

The content consists of a port designation and a value, which are determined by an atomic 

model output function. There are four types of messages: *, x, y, and done-message. 

MESSAGE 

SOURCE TIME CONTENT 

I ' 1 
PORT VALUE 

Figure 8. Structure of Message 
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Figure 9 explains message transfer in the DEVS-Scheme environment. An x-message, 

which is passed by a co-ordinator, represents the arrival of an external event to a 

processor's model. The done-message indicates to the parent that the state transition has 

occurred and when the next internal event is scheduled. 

A *-message arriving at a processor indicates that the next internal event is to be carried 

out within its scope. Thus a co-ordinator responds to a *-message by transmitting it to its 

imminent child i.e., the child with minimum time-of-next-event (tN). When a co-ordinator 

has received the done-messages from all its influencees (in the ascending y-message case) 

or receivers (in the descending x-message case), it computes the minimum tN of its 

children and determines its new imminent child for use upon receiving the next *-message. 

Also it sends this new minimum time of its own next internal event in a done-message to its 

parent. 

Simulation is initiated by initializing the states of the atomic models, thereby 

determining each model's time-of-next-event. These times are propagated upwards by 

done-messages and thus set up a path of imminent subcomponents from the outermost 

coupled model to an innermost atomic model. When the root-co-ordinator receives a done-

message from its child, it returns a *-message to it bearing its time-of-next-event. This 

starts the simulation, since the *-message will be transmitted down the imminent path to the 

imminent simulator. This produces an upward wave of y-messages, a downward wave of 

x-messages, and an upward wave of done-messages, the last of which, when transmitted 

to the root-co-ordinator initiates the next round of simulation processing of the next internal 

events [23]. 
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3.3.1. DEVS-Scheme: Real-Time Simulation 

Real-time simulation is simulation in which the time base of the simulation is linked as 

closely as possible to the clock time of the underlying computer system. Ideally, all events 

scheduled by the model occur at actual clock times that are in exact agreement with their 

scheduled times. However, due to finite processing times, the actual event times may differ 

from their model-specified values. Real-time simulation in DEVS-Scheme was 

implemented so that, under reasonable conditions to be outlined, these differences remain 

bounded over simulation runs of arbitrary length. 

;;;;; Implement the DEVS-Scheme simulation in real-time mode 

(define (sys-clock) (/(runtime) 100)) 
(define % start-message '0) 
(define %last-clock 0) 
(define (repeat-cycle root-co-ordinator) 

(set! %last-clock (sys-clock)) 
(send root-co-ordinator when-receive-done % start-message) 
(let rep ((child (send root-co-ordinator get-child))) 

(cond 
((equal?(message-time %start-message) 'inf) 

(writeln "STOP REAL-TIME SIMULATION")) 
((less-than (message-time % start-message) 

(- (sys-clock) %last-clock)) ; exe.time 
(when (less-than (message-time %start-message) 'inf) 

(send child when-receive-* %start-message) 
(rep child))) 

(else (rep child)) 
) ;cond 

Figure 10. Procedure: REPEAT-CYCLE for the real-time Simulation. 

To implement real-time simulation, the repeat-cycle procedure existing in DEVS-

Scheme was modified as shown in figure 10. Recall that the done-message that the root-
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co-ordinator receives from the outermost co-ordinator carries the model's time-of-next-

event (tN). The repeat-cycle procedure has access to this time, tN. It continually checks the 

system's real-time clock, and repeats the cycle between the root-co-ordinator and this 

procedure while tN is greater than the clock time. As soon as the system clock reading 

exceeds tN, the repeat-cycle procedure sends a *-message to the child of the root-co

ordinator in order to perform the internal transition in the imminent model. (Of course, the 

precision of the system clock places a lower bound on how quickly the *-message can be 

generated.) 

Figure 11 shows a time trajectory in a real-time simulation environment. Since the *-

message is generated from the repeat-cycle procedure on a predefined time-of-next-event, 

the internal transition in the model is delayed by the amount of time needed for actual 

execution of message passing and computation. Especially, in case of multiple 

simultaneous events such as U. ts, t6, Vj, their transition times in the model are delayed 

more than for individual events such as ti, t2, and t3. 
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Figure lib. Synchronization in Real-Time Simulation. 

Thus for hard-deadline applications, we must require that the computing platform 

supporting the DEVS-Scheme is sufficiently fast to ensure that events occur within an 

allowed tolerance of their scheduled times. However, there need not be an accumulation of 

error in event times as we shall now show. Such synchronization will occur when the time 
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difference between pairs of successive events is greater than the execution time associated 

with the first event in the pair. 

Since the done-message from the model carries an absolute time-of-next-event, the next 

event will be scheduled at its original time regardless of the program execution time of the 

previous event. Consider the four kinds of pairs of successive events as illustrated in 

figure lib: 

* Internal event followed bv internal event 

Let ti and t2 be model specified times of successive internal events. Suppose that at 

time ti the root-co-ordinator generates the *-message with time tN = ti. Since there is 

program execution time for input processing (ei), the actual internal transition in the model 

is carried out at time ti+ei. After the transition, the model reports its new time-of-next-

event, tN', to the upper level co-ordinator. Here tN' = ti+ta, where ta is the time advance 

computed by the model. By assumption, tN1 = t2- The done-message carrying tN' arrives 

at the root-co-ordinator at time tl+ei+ei', where ei' is the time required to complete the 

processing of the first event. Provided that £i+£i' is less than or equal to t2-ti, there will 

be a gap fo-ti-ei-Ei') >= 0 between the arrival of the done-message and the generation of 

the next *-message with time t2 by the repeat-cycle procedure. This latter generation will 

occur at time t2 as required. The delay in executing the next event is the internal processing 

time, £2 as before. (Should ei+ei' be bigger than t2-tj, then the *-message with time t2 will 

be late in arriving to the model by an amount Ei+ei'-t2+ti, and this will add to the delay, £2 

caused by the input and processing ; accumulation of error will continue to build in these 

circumstances.) 
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* Internal event followed bv external event 

Let ti be the model specified internal event. As before, at time ti+Ei the model carries 

out its internal transition and schedules an internal transition at t2 = ti+ta. Let a real external 

event occur at time tx. Provided that tx-ti is greater than £i+Ei\ it will be immediately 

recognized by the repeat-cycle procedure, will generate a corresponding x-message at time 

tx. After an input processing time (£1), the external transition function in the model is 

performed at time tx+Ei. The model computes tN'= tx+ta and reports it to the upper level 

co-ordinator. The situation is now analogous to that just discussed with a pair of successive 

events at times tx and tN'. (Should the external event occur while the system is still 

processing its last internal event, it will be not be attended to until the current event 

processing is complete. This contributes to accumulation of error as above). 

* External event followed bv internal event 

This is analogous to internal event followed by internal event 

* External event followed bv external event 

This is analogous to internal event followed by external event. 

In sum, we have shown that errors in event times will not accumulate provided that no 

event occurs, or is scheduled to occur, while the previous event is still being executed. 
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3.3.2 DEVS-Scheme: Real-Time Control 

Having developed the real-time simulation environment, we are now able to realize real

time control in DEVS-Scheme using the Event-Based Control Paradigm. Since the y-

message carries the output message of a model, we can put control commands in this 

message. Unlike the output messages sent to other models, these are output messages 

which must be sent from the DEVS-Scheme environment to external devices. These 

message are sent out, and return, to the root-co-ordinator. 

Models that wish to send messages for control of external devices send them on port 

'%exe-out%. These y-messages have information that will be used for control of the 

external physical devices. The repeat-cycle procedure accesses this y-message through the 

root-co-ordinator and sends information to an interface unit (DataPac 10K4T) using its 

language interface. The sensor input (response) from external devices enters the DEVS-

Scheme environment through the repeat-cycle procedure. Once the repeat-cycle procedure 

receives an external input, it sends a message to the child of the root-co-ordinator for 

transmission to the proper model. The repeat cycle procedure is interfaced with the de

programing language which acts as a channel to the interface unit. 

In order to use DEVS-Scheme for real-time Control, the repeat-cycle procedure is 

extended as shown in figure 12. Its task is to convert y-messages to the proper format for 

external devices and send them to the interface unit. It also should receive input from 

external devices and transmit them to the proper destination. 
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(define % start-message'()) 
(define %last-clock 0) 

;;;;;;;;;;;;; REPEAT CYCLE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

(define (repeat-cycle root-co-ordinator) 
(let ((response-list '()) ; smart-sensor interrupt 

(polling-list '())) ; polling bit list 
(set! %last-clock (sys-clock)) 
(send root-co-ordinator when-receive-done % start-message) 
(let rep ((child (send root-co-ordinator get-child))) 
;;; send commands to smart-sensor 
(let ((ext-msg (send root-co-ordinator get-%y-message))) 

(when (not (equal? ext-msg #!UNASSIGNED)) 
(set! polling-list (remove-mult (smart-interface ext-msg 

polling-list)))));let 
(cond 

((equal? (message-time % start-message) 'inf) 
(writeln "STOP REAL-TIME CONTROL")) 

((less-than 
(message-time % start-message) 

(- (sys-clock) %last-clock)) 
(when(less-than (message-time %start-message) 'inf) 

(send child when-receive-* %start-message) 
(rep child))) ;less-than 

(else 
(if (null? response-list) 

(set! response-list (polling-smart-sensor polling-list)) 
(let((sender (car response-list))) 

(set! response-list (delete! sender response-list)) 
(send child when-receive-x 

(make-ext-message 
'time (- (sys-clock) %last-clock) 
'source child 
'content (make-content 

'port (list (path-finder sender)'%ext-in%) 
'value 0))) 

)) 
(rep child) 

))))) 

Figure 12. Procedure : REPEAT-CYCLE for the real-time Control 

The information about which models are waiting for sensor response at the current time 

should be available inside the procedure so that it can poll the proper sensors (polling-list). 
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The polling list contains the wait-state models and their hardware interface port numbers 

(e.g. ((PRS-CTR 22)(THM-CTR 20))) indicates that the PRS-CTR is waiting for an input 

on port 22. We can add/delete elements to/from this list. The repeat-cycle procedure 

monitors the transducers in this list. 

Once a transducer's response comes in from the external device, the name of the 

transducer is appended to the response list (e.g.((THM-CTR))). If several names are on the 

list, this means that there were multiple simultaneous sensor responses from the real-world. 

In this case, the x-message, including the current clock time, for the first model is 

transmitted to it, and the next one is generated and so on. The model will be deleted from 

the response list after the root-co-ordinator sends down an x-message to it. The function 

path-finder returns the string that contains the names of the coordinators and models which 

are on the path from the root-co-ordinator to the model. Therefore, the x-message 

generated in the root-co-ordinator is efficiently transmitted to the intended model receiver. 

Interface Unit (DataPac 10K4T) 

The interface unit,* DataPac 10K4T, has calibration functions for its I/O channels, limit 

monitoring, digital/analog signal I/O functions, and an EEPROM for programming simple 

procedures. It also has its own keyboard so that an operator can use this controller directly 

or through a PC. In our system, DataPac 10K4T is interfaced with a 386-class PC by 

RS232-C serial communication. The real-time DEVS-Scheme environment is interfaced 

with the C-language (embedded with assembler) and sends control commands in string 

form. It is also possible to transmit data from the interface unit back to the PC. 
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A thermocouple transducer and a differential pressure transducer are examples of 

sensors that can be interfaced with this unit. The thermocouple transducer (K type), which 

can measure the temperature range -75~1350 degrees C, is connected with a 10A10-A 

Quad Isolated Thermocouple Conditioner Card. DEVS-Scheme sends a function to the 

interface unit which turns on the heater and monitors the temperature. If the threshold 

temperature is reached, the interface unit activates a certain bit, notifying DEVS-Scheme 

through the polling process of this fact. The DEVS-Scheme model acts upon this input 

message and based on the current phase ('window, 'minimum-time, etc), decides the next 

phase('early-error, success, .etc). 

We also use a differential pressure transducer which provides a high output signal with 

low susceptibility to clear-noise, a recognized advantage of carrier systems. So we must 

operate this transducer through a carrier demodulator designed for it. The output of the 

demodulator is connected to a 10A64-8 Eight-channel voltage Conditioner Card inside the 

interface unit 

* also called "Intelligent Controller" or "Smart Sensor" in the same context 
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EXPERIMENTAL FRAME : SEAL TEST 

We want to collect pure Oxygen from a mixture of CO, CO2, and O2 in a high 

temperature and pressure pipe using Z1O2 (Zirconia). Since the HAYNES-214 steel pipe 

and Zirconia have different heat-expansion ratios, it is necessary to test the seal of these 

two materials. The test system in figure 13 was designed to collect data and specify the 

optimal combination of the two materials at certain temperatures and pressures. 
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Figure 13. The Physical Diagram of SEAL TEST BED 

When the test starts, the pipe is pressurized with pure Oxygen. As we increase the 

temperature, we monitor the pressure inside the pipe to determine whether or not the 

Zirconia material breaks. If the Zirconia breaks, the leakage of gas from the pipe results in a 

decrease in pressure. We install a differential pressure transducer between the pipe and the 

pure Oxygen gas tank to measure the difference in pressure. If the pressure difference 

becomes very large, the valve must open to protect the sensitive transducer. Also, if the 
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seal between the steel and Zirconia is broken, a shock wave travels through the pipe and 

damages the transducer. In this case, the valve must be open immediately, even though the 

differential pressure may not yet be very large. 

The temperature of the pipe is controlled by an on/off heater, and a thermocouple 

transducer measures the temperature of the pipe. The pipe is filled with the pure Oxygen at 

a pressure of up to 500 psi. Experimental trials are to be carried out in which the pressure 

and temperature are varied. 

Figure 14 shows a description of this physical system as a System Entity Structure. 

The system is decomposed into an EF(experimental frame) and a SEAL-TEST component. 

The EF has a job (task) generator (GENR) and a data collecting component (TRANSD). 

The entity SEAL-TEST consists of CONTROLLERS and TEST models. The entity TEST 

is specialized into two alternative modes, one for simulation and the other for control. The 

simulation mode, REAL-SIMU, has external models of physical devices (PIPE, 

SENSORS, ACTUATORS). By selecting the REAL-SIMU alternative for TEST, we can 

design and test the CONTROLLERS in ordinary simulation. Having validated the control 

system in ordinary simulation, we can use the same structure to test it in the real-time 

simulation mode. This allows us to discover potential timing problems due to the non-zero 

event execution times discussed in Chapter 3. 

Once we are satisfied with the control system in the simulation environment, we prune 

the System Entity Structure using the REAL-CTR alternative for TEST. This allows us to 

migrate the CONTROLLERS over to control of the physical plant The REAL-CTR entity 
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has entities, R-HEATER and R-VALVE, to translate the control messages generated by the 

CONTROLLERS into the proper format for the interface unit 
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T 
EF I 
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I 1 
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Figure 14. The System Entity Structure of SEAL TEST BED 

4.1 The Real-time Simulation Environment 

As illustrated in figure 14, to test the CONTROLLERS we need models of the physical 

plant and attached sensors and actuators. To distinguish these from models employed 

within the controller itself, these are called external models.The actual pipe is described by 

the external model PIPE. This external model responds to commands of the PRS-CTR 

(pressure controller) and THM-CTR (temperature controller) as executed by the attached 
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ACTUATORS, S-HEATER and S-VALVE. Outputs of the PIPE model are sent to the 

transducer models (H-SENSOR, P-SENSOR) which relay them back to the control 

models. We shall return to describe the system operation in greater detail shortly. 

4.1.1 The PIPE Model 

First we describe the PIPE model which employs simple thermodynamic equations to 

compute the time needed to reach a target temperature. 

HEATER 

THERMOCOUPLE 
TRANSDUCER 

S-.vV-. 

Zr02-Cefl 

'PIPE 
(HAYNES-214) 

Figure 15. Diagram of the Zirconia-cell pipe 

Consider the following relations and definitions: 

Eg + Ejn - Eout — Est 

. Eg : Energy generated by pipe. 

Ein : Energy incoming to pipe 

. Eout : Energy outgoing from pipe 

Est : Energy stored inside pipe 



* assume the pipe is completely insulated. 

Eg = E0ut = 0 
Ein = I2 Re = q(t) : Energy provided by heater. 

Est = 3(rVCvT)/9t 

Ein = Est 

q(t) = d(rVC,T)/dt 

r = 8338 [kg/m3] (density) 

V = 5.559 * 10-5 [m3] (volume) 
DQ = 0.75 [inch], Dx = 1.05 [inch] 

L = 8 [inch] 

[ V = tc(Di2 " D0
2)l/4 ] 

Cy = 644 [J/kg.K] (specific heat constant) 

rVCv = 298.55 [ J/K] 

q(t) 9t = 3(rVCvT) 

J q(t) = rVCv J dT 

Kht = rVCvCTj -  T0]  

Kh : Power of heater. (335 W) 

To : Room temperature (72 F) 

Ti : Target temperature 

t = rVCy[Ti - To]/Kh [second] 

= 298.55 [Ti - T0]/335 [second] 

=> time taken to heat the pipe from To to Ti. 
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We can also test the behavior of the real system when fault situations occur. The PIPE 

model can randomly generate fault situations representing leakage and blow-up. The 

controller models appropriately respond by stopping the whole system in a controlled way. 

TEST 
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PRS-CTR THM-CTR p|JC SENSORSACTUITORS 
• - 1 . 

••nsors.dsc actuators. dsc 

I— 1 —L 
P-SENSOR H-SENSOR S-HJATER S-VALVE 

Figure 16. The Pruned Entity Structure for the real-time simulation. 

To study the controller-plant system via simulation, we prune the SES to generate the 

Pruned Entity Structure p:seal-test@sim, as described in figure 16. This pruned entity 

structure (PES) has entities for models of the PIPE, SENSORS and ACTUATORS due to 

the choice of the REAL-SIMU specialization for the TEST entity. The new repeat-cycle 

procedure supports the real-time simulation in this environment. 
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4.2. The real-time Control Environment 

Using simulation we can design controller models and learn more about the behavior of 

the controller-plant system. When satisfactory behavior is achieved we can migrate the 

controller over to real-time operation. Figure 17 provides the pruned entity structure for 

real-time control using these controllers. The PES, p:seal-test@ctr contains the entity 

TEST_REAL-CTR which has translators to convert the output messages of controller 

models, PRS-CTR, THM-CTR, to the command format understood by the interface unit, 

DataPac 10K4T, to be described soon. 

U»t>bVd.d«c 

CONTROLLERS 

^^onlrollLr^d#^  ̂

PRS-CTR THM-CTR 

SEALjTEST 

J 
E 

TESl BED 
•f. I«C 

TRANSD 

1 
TEST REAL-CTR 

l«st_r«al*ctr.dtc 

I— —I 
R-HEATER R-VALVE 

Figure 17. The Pruned Entity Structure for Real-time Control. 

The translator models R-VALVE, R-HEATER maintain information about the interface 

unit. For example, R-VALVE is expressed as a real-atomic-model as shown in figure 18. 

It knows such things as the channel number connected to the pressure transducer, the 

output bit number connected to the valve, and the polling bit number set due to limit logic. 

Once these models receive messages from the THM-CTR and the PRS-CTR, they translate 
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the message to commands for the DataPac 10K4T. The command strings are synthesized 

by the procedure held in the instance variable, interface-fn. We discuss these further in 

section 4.3.2. The commands are sent to the root-co-ordinator in DEVS-Scheme which is 

connected to the interface unit. 

When the interface unit receives commands from DEVS-Scheme, it excites the actuators 

and sends sensory responses to DEVS-Scheme using limit-logic. These responses are 

transmitted to the lowest level atomic model through the repeat-cycle procedure. In the 

simulation environment, these responses are produced by external models. In the real-time 

control mode, the responses are provided by actual devices. 

;; 1. Model for REAL-TIME CONTROL VALVE 

(make-pair real-atomic-models 'r-valve) 

(send r-valve def-state '(initialized ctr-name bit I-chn O-bit limit)) 

(send r-valve set-s (make-state 
'phase 
'sigma 

) 

'interface-fn 
'ctr-name 
'bit 
'I-chn 
'O-bit 
'limit 
'initialized 

passive 
'inf 
'() 
'prs-ctr 
22 
17 
17 
9 
#F) 

;controller name 
;polling bit # 
; sensor connection # 
;actuator connection # 
;threshold value 

(define (ext-r-valve sex) ;;; external transition function 
(case (content-port-name-or-pair x) 

('in (case (content-value x) 
('close (case (state-initialized s) 

(#F (set! (state-initialized s) #T) 
(hold-in 'initialize 0)) 

(else (hold-in 'close-valve 0)))) 
(hold-in 'open-valve 0)) 
(hold-in 'stop 0)) 

)))) 

('open 
('stop 



(define (int-r-valve s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

('initialize 
((stop close-valve open-valve) 

)) 

;;; internal transition function 

(hold-in 'close-valve 0)) 
(passivate)) 

(define (out-r-valve s) ;;; output function 
(case (state-phase s) 
('initialize (make-content 

)) 

('close-valve (make-content 

((open-valve stop (make-content 

(else (make-content)) 

'port (list 'valve '%ext-out%) 
'value (smart-com s))) 
'port (list 'valve '%ext-out%) 
'value (smart-com s))) 
'port (list 'valve '%ext-out%) 
'value (smart-com s))) 

(define (smart-com s) ((state-interface-fn s) s)) 
----- ------ ---- --------- _ 

; Function for generating low-level control commands 

(define (smart-r-valve s) 
(let ( 

(bit 
(input 
(output 
(limit 

(number->symbol (state-bit s))) 
(number->symbol (state-I-chn s))) 
(number->symbol (state-O-bit s))) 
(number->symbol (state-limit s))) 

(controller (state-ctr-name s)) 
) 

(case (state-phase s) 
('initialize 

(list (list'init controller bit) 
(symbol-append 

(string->symbol "send!clcl7=(abs chn") 
input (string->symbol ")!dum")) 

(symbol-append 'send!hill7= limit '!dum) 
(symbol-append 'send!lgtl7= bit Mdum))) 

('close-valve 
(list (symbol-append 'sendlbit output =l!dum))) 

('open-valve 
(list (symbol-append 'sendlbit output '=0!dum))) 

)); let 
) 

(send r-valve 
(send r-valve 
(send r-valve 
(send r-valve 

set-ext-transfn ext-r-valve) 
set-int-transfn int-r-valve) 
set-outputfn out-r-valve) 
set-sv 'interface-fn smart-r-valve) 

Figure 18. Example of the Real-Atomic-Model 
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4.3. Analysis of Experiments 

We now discuss several experiments performed using the real-time simulation and 

control facilities of the extended DEVS-Scheme environment 

4.3.1 The Real-time Simulation Mode. 

Recall that to study the controller-plant system via simulation, we transform the pruned 

entity structure, p:seal-test@sim, as described in figure 16. The resulting simulation model 

has CONTROLLERS for temperature and pressure as well as the external models of the 

PIPE, SENSORS and ACTUATORS. Figure 19 explains the messages transfer between 

the models in the real-time simulation mode. When the simulation starts, the GENR sends 

an output message with start signal and target-temperature (such as (start 1200)) to the 

temperature-controller(THM-CTR) and the pressure-controller(PRS-CTR). 

\ 

Consider first the action of the temperature controller. The control requirements specify 

that the temperature must increase more slowly than it would with the heater turned on 

continuously. To achieve this objective, the THM-CTR divides the target temperature into 5 

different sub-target temperatures (240 480 720 960 1200). Whenever a sub-target 

temperature is successfully achieved, the THM-CTR model produces a turn-off command 

and some time later, it sends a turn-on command again. In the real-time control mode, 

there is an additional delay (because of program execution time) before the turn-on 

command is actually issued. We can reduce the rate of temperature increase by properly 

choosing the intervals in which the heater is off. 
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Each sub-target temperature segment is controlled by the event-based control logic. 

When the first segment is successfully done, the next segment begins and so on, until the 

target temperature is reached. For example, the THM-CTR model sends a message for the 

first segment temperature (heat 240) to the heater model(S-HEATER) which is coupled to 

the PIPE model. After the S-HEATER receives the input message, it changes its phase to 

turn-on to send the output message (heat 240) to the PIPE model. Once the PIPE model 

receives the input message, it uses the thermodynamic formula to calculate the expected 

time required to reach the input temperature, and holds in phase goal-temp for that amount 

of time (hold-in 'goal-temp 173.24). During this holding time, the THM-CTR model 

carries out its internal transition function to change the phase from minimum-time to 

window-time (minimum time: 147, window time:26 ). By comparing actual timing 

measurements with the ideal case, we decided to assign 85% of the calculated time as a 

minimum time and the other 15% as a window time (see Section 4.3.2). After the 

calculated time (173.24) has actually elapsed, the PIPE model sends an output message 

(goal-temp 240 173.24) to the H-SENSOR model which transfers this message to the 

THM-CTR and TRANSD model. The TRANSD collects data during the simulation. Since 

the phase of the THM-CTR is window-time when it receives the message (goal-temp 240 

172.34), its external transition function is carried out changing the phase to success. 

Having successfully met the first segment temperature goal, THM-CTR sends the next 

segment temperature (heat 480) to the HEATER model, and the cycle is repeated. 

When the target temperature (1200) is successfully reached, the temperature controller 

is tasked with maintaining the temperature within a tolerance band of the target value. To do 

this THM-CTR sends control commands indicating the allowed high and low deviations 

from the target temperature to the interface unit. The latter was programmed so that it can 
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maintain the temperature within the allowed range. This shows how control action can be 

partitioned in a hierarchy of levels as will be discussed further in Chapter 5. 

Now, consider the action of the pressure controller. When the PRS-CTR model 

receives the start message, it sends an output message close-valve to the S-VALVE model 

to close the valve. This valve will not be opened until the test is finished or an error has 

occurred. 

(HEAT 240) 
S-HEATER THM-CTR 

(START 1200) (GOAL-TEMP 
240 172.34) (HEAT 240) 

(240 172.34) 
H-SENSOR 

GENR PIPE TRANSD 

P-SENSOR 

CLOSE 
•VALVE (START 1200) 

S-VALVE PR&CTR CLOSE-VALVE 

Figure 19 The simulation example of normal case 

Figure 20 illustrates the message transfer in a fault situation. The PIPE model can 

randomly change its phase to blow-up or leakage just like the actual pipe. If it changes to 

blow-up, the output message ('blow-up 10) is generated immediately. In case of leakage, 

the PIPE model generates increasingly larger output values (leakage 2.4), (leakage 5.7) 

(leakage 8.5) (leakage 9.7)... at given intervals. The numbers in these messages are the 

voltage output of the pressure transducer which represents the pressure difference between 

the pipe and the Oxygen gas tank. The bigger the difference in pressure, the larger the 

voltage output. We must open the valve before this pressure unbalance damages the 

pressure transducer. 
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The pressure data is collected by the P-SENSOR and sent to the TRANSD and PRS-

CTR models. Once the pressure value is above 9 or below -9, the PRS-CTR model enters 

phase fault and sends 'stop commands to the GENR and the THM-CTR. The THM-CTR 

then generates a 'turn-off command. 

A similar shut-down occurs when the THM-CTR model changes its phase to 'early-

error or 'late-error. Once the phase of the THM-CTR is changed to one of these, it sends 

the control commands 'stop to the GENR and the PRS-CTR so that the valve can be 

opened immediately. 

S-HEATER STOP 

H-SENSOR 

PIPE 

(LEAKAGE 
0.3) 

P-SENSOR (LEAKAGE 
2.3) 

(OPEN 
VALVE] 

(LEAKAGE 
9.3) GENR 

STOP 
PRS-CTR S-VALVE (OPEN VALVE) 

Figure 20 The simulation example of contingency case 

4.3.2. The Real-time Control Mode. 

In the real-time control mode, we use the translators to convert control commands to the 

format understood by the interface unit so that same controller models (THM-CTR, PRS-

CTR) can be used. For example, the control command (heat 240) of the THM-CTR is 

converted to the sequence (HIL1=240 LGT1=20 BIT16=1), where: 
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HQL1=240 ; set the high limit valve of channel #1 to 240. 
channel#! is connected to the thermocouple transducer. 

LGT1=20 ; if input of channel #1 is greater than 240, 
then set bit #20 to 1. 

BIT16=1 ; set bit #16 to 1. 
(bit#16 is connected to the on/off heater) 

The above commands are generated by R-HEATER and sent to the interface unit in 

string form through the RS232-C serial communication port. If the temperature is below 

the limit value, then the bit#20 is 0. The repeat-cycle procedure keeps polling this bit. 

Once the temperature goes above the limit value, the bit#20 is set to 1 and the sensor 

response is sent to the THM-CTR. It decides the next phase depending on the current 

phase. 

#K 

^VTemp. 

Mode 
240 480 720 960 1200 

Simu 

(sec.) 

172.34 418.30 664.36 910.42 1156.48 

Control 

(sec.) 
153 372 590 810 1065 

Figure 21 Comparison of the time to reach the sub-goal 
temperatures in the simulation and control modes. 

Figure 21 and 22 compare the data from real-time simulation with those from real-time 

control. Less time is usually taken to reach a target temperature in the real-time control 

mode than in the simulation mode. The simulation data derive from a thermodynamic 

idealization in which the thermocouple is assumed to read the average temperature of the 

pipe. But in the actual system, even though the thermocouple transducer is located on the 
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surface of the pipe, it is also very close to the heater (figure 15). Since the mass of the 

thermocouple is much less than that of the heater, the thermocouple transducer responds 

more quickly to the heater output. Thus the actual temperature of the pipe may be lower 

than that measurement by the transducer. 

—0 0 • Control 
Temperature(K) • » * Simulation 

1200 

1000 

800 

600 

400 

200 

Tlme(sec) 

200 600 1000 400 BOO 1200 1400 

Figure 22 Comparison of the temperature data between the 
simulation and real-time control. 

In the case of the valve control, the PRS-CTR model generates control commands 

'open or 'close. The R-VALVE converts these commands to the form required by the 

interface unit (BIT17=0) or (BIT17=1). The output of the bit#17 of the interface unit 

controls the physical valve (see figure 18). 
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We want to open the valve when the output voltage of the pressure transducer is large 

enough to damage the device. The threshold value is ± 9 volts. When the control starts, the 

interface unit is programmed as shown below with the string commands sent by the R-

HEATER (figure 18). 

CLC17=(ABS CHN7); the absolute value of channel 7 is assigned 
pseudo channel 17. 

HIL17=9 ; set high limit value of channel 17 to 9. 
LGT17=22 ; if above limit value, set bit#22 to 1. 

* channel 7 is connected to the pressure transducer. 

(I.U.: Interface Unit) 

Simulation 

Voltage 
value 

2.4 5.7 8.5 9.7 

Simulation 
Phase of 
model 

active active active fault 

Control 1 

Voltage 
value 2 4 6 8 10 

Control 1 
Output of 
I.U. 

bit22=0 bit22=0 bit22=0 bit22=0 bit22=1 

Control 2 

Voltage 
value 

-3 -5 -7 -9 -11 

Control 2 
Output of 
I.U. 

bit22=0 bit 22=0 bit22=0 bit22=1 bit22=1 

Figure 23 Comparison of the pressure data between 
the simulation and real-time control. 

As illustrated in figure 23, in the simulation mode, as soon as the output value of model 

PIPE is above 9, the PRS-CTR model changes its phase to fault to generate a stop 

command. In the real-time control mode, the voltage of the pressure transducer which is 

either greater than 9 or less than -9 makes the interface unit generate an output (bit22=l). 
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The repeat-cycle procedure keeps polling this bit. Once this bit becomes 1, the PRS-CTR 

changes its phase to fault and produces output 'stop, just like the simulation mode. This 

command is then converted to the correct form (bit 17=0) for the interface unit by the R-

VALVE. The R-VALVE model sends this commands to the physical world to open the 

valve. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HIERARCHICAL CONTROL FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION 
OPTIMIZATION 

Rockets on extended deep-space missions require large amounts of propellant. If all of 

this propellant were to be carried up from Earth, the cost would be enormous. This is 

because it is extremely costly to transport weight out of Earths' strong gravitational field. 

One solution is to manufacture propellant on nearby celestial bodies that have relatively 

weak gravitational fields. Rockets could then refuel on these bodies and continue on with 

their missions. Oxygen is a major rocket propellant component and is also necessary for 

life support systems. Thus, it would be advantageous to develop a system which can 

produce Oxygen from resources in space. The Oxygen Production Plant shown in figure 

24a is designed to make Oxygen from the Carbon Dioxide atmosphere of Mars. 

PIPE 

HFATFR VALVE 

02 
PT 

TC PT 

VALVE 

TC 

02 
Gas 
Tank C02 Gas 

Tank 

Figure 24a The Diagram of the Oxygen Production Plant 
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CCJ, 

Plp» (HAYNES-214) 

cq, 

Figure 24b Functional Diagram of the Pipe. 

At the UA/NASA Space Engineering Research Center, the initial test bed of the Oxygen 

production system was implemented as shown in figure 24a. Carbon Dioxide is 

decomposed into Carbon Monoxide and Oxygen gas. The material Z1O2 (Zirconia) is used 

to isolate Oxygen from the mixture of gases. Because the Oxygen molecule is too big to 

pass through the Zr02-cell wall, we need to ionize it into O2" ions to reduce its molecular 

weight. By applying a two volt potential difference across the Zr02-Cell pipe, we can 

ionize the O2 without affecting the CO and CO2. The O2" ions will pass through the Z1O2-

cell wall and the CO and CO2 will be retained inside the pipe. 

5.1. Hierarchical Control For Process Optimization 

This chapter describes a proposed design for a control system capable of searching the 

parameter space of the above Oxygen production test system for points of high production 

efficiency. In particular, the parameters under control are: temperature and pressure of the 

zirconia cell, flow rate of CO2 through the cell and voltage across the cell. 
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The architecture of the proposed hierarchical Control System for the Oxygen production 

system is illustrated in figure 25. This is divided into two primary layers. The high layer 

interacts with the operator and performs hierarchical task decomposition. This layer is 

implemented in the DEVS-Scheme environment. The high layer is further subdivided into 

3 levels in order to provide for more planning, diagnosing and replanning ability for the 

real-time control system [21]. The low layer translates the commands generated by the 

high layer into commands executed in the physical plant. This layer can be implemented in 

the interface unit (e.g. DataPac 10K4T) as discussed in Chapter 4. 

Action (Actuators) Event (sensors) 

LOCAL CONTROLLERS 

PROCESS PLAN UNIT 

MIDDLE LEVEL 

PROCESS EXECUTION UNIT 

LOW LEVEL 

HIGH LEVEL 

PROCESS FORMULATION 
UNIT 

REAL-TIME 
DEVS-SCHEME 

Figure 25 Structure of Hierarchical Real-time Control System 



In the real time planning application, generic plans are formulated as state transition 

diagrams within the high layer. Selection of the plans and computation of the target value 

for the state variables involved are done with the real-time based sensory feedback 

information. Replanning may be needed when the system output does not approach the 

goal as expected by executing the preselected plans. High layer tasks cover longer periods 

of time with less temporal resolution than low layer ones [9], In DEVS-Scheme, we can 

implement the high planning layer using the System Entity Structure Bases (ENBASE) and 

Model Bases (MBASE). The System Entity Structure provides a compact knowledge 

representation scheme for organizing and generating the possible configurations for a given 

problem domain. From the ENBASE, several PES's (Pruned Entity Structure) are 

produced which represent alternative plan decompositions. As illustrated in Chapters 3 and 

4, the MBASE has models that describe the behaviors of system components based on the 

event-based control paradigm [23]. 

5.2. Hierarchical Planning in the Real-Time Environment 

5.2.1. Process Formulation Unit.(PFU) 

The high layer shown in figure 25 is further decomposed into three levels: the process 

formulation unit, the process plan unit, and the process execution unit. The lowest level 

units can be implemented in one or several interface units, The middle level process units 

are able to handle simultaneous multiple responses from the lowest process level. The 

middle level process units set goals for lower level process units and coordinate their 
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actions. The middle level can start a diagnoser when the lower level process units report 

errors. In a hierarchical control system, the higher levels also coordinate the middle level 

process units to achieve a global goal. 

At the highest level, the process formulation unit receives the system's overall goal or 

task which includes the system's objectives, the problem domain, its constraints and 

assumptions. In our system, this level receives the task of maximizing the efficiency of the 

Oxygen production system by manipulating four parameters: temperature, pressure, flow-

rate and voltage. The parameter space search is to be implemented as a series of one 

dimensional searches. When one of these parameters is systematically varied, the other 

parameters are held fixed. After data collection a decision is made concerning the optimal 

value of the parameter. The parameter is set to its optimal value, and another parameter is 

varied. The operator can specify the minimum and maximum values, and the total testing 

time for each parameter. The test processes are continued until optimal values are obtained 

for the four parameters. (This however, may be a sub-optimal parameter setting). 

To perform this optimization, the PFU formulates the given goal as four different 

actuator-sensor dependent tasks. The task formulation also considers the current available 

facilities and resources. For example, the test-temperature PFU deals with the on/off heater 

and the thermocouple transducers. Given the minimum and maximum test temperatures, 

and the testing time available for this PFU, it determines a best temperature for Oxygen 

production within these constraints. The pressure valves are manipulated by the test-

pressure PFU with sensor information from the pressure transducers. The test-flow-rate 

PFU controls the valve with input from the flow-rate meter. The test-voltage PFU uses the 

power supply and the voltage meter. 
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Test-temperature PFU 

Decreasing-' 
Temperature. 

Increasing-
Temperature 

Maintaining-
Temperatura 

Increasing-
Pressure . 

Test-voltage PFU Test-llow-rate PFU 

Increasing-
Flow-rate . 

Decreasing-* 
Pressure J 

Increasing-
Voltage 

Decreasing^ 
Voltage J 

Decreasing^ 
Flow-rate J 

Figure 26 Example of relationship between the PFUs and PPUs 

5.2.2. Process Plan Unit.(PPU) 

These high level PFUs are composed of several medium level Process Plan Units 

(PPUs) as illustrated in figure 26. For example, the test-temperature PFU consists of 

sequences of three PPUs: increasing-temperature, maintain-temperature, and decreasing-

temperature. 

Note that while each PFU is searching through its own parameter space, the other 

parameters must be maintained within a tolerance of the given values. Thus, each PFU 

must include PPUs for maintaining the three other parameters at their designated levels. If 

the higher level needs to control several lower process units at the same time, we can divide 

them into target process units, and auxiliary process units. The target process units are the 

main objects of the higher level, and the auxiliary process units support the target units to 
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satisfy the goal. The target and auxiliary units are also divided into more detailed process 

units which execute in parallel. For example, if the temperature is varied, the pressure and 

flow-rate inside the pipe also can change. Therefore in order to keep the pressure and 

flowrate constant and change only temperature, the test-temperature PFU needs to control 

the pressure, and the flow-rate. These are controlled by auxiliary PPUs. The various level 

units are hierarchically coordinated as discussed in section 5.2.1. 

The inputs of these PPUs are parameters such as temperature rise time, target 

temperature, and amount of testing time available. Similarly, the test-pressure PFU is 

decomposed into the two PPUs, the increasing-pressure PPU and the decreasing-pressure 

PPU. The test- flow-rate (PFU) has the increasing-flow-rate PPU and the decreasing-

flow-rate PPU. The test-voltage (PFU) consists of the increasing-voltage PPU and the 

decreasing voltage PPU. The Process Plan Units are briefly described as follows: 

1 Increasing-temperature/Decreasing-temperature (PPUs) 

-These units receive inputs of target temperature, and allowed transient time, and modify 

the temperature of the Z1O2 cell within the given constraints. 

2. Maintainin g-temperaturefPPU) 

-This unit is provided with the testing time and collects system output (Oxygen Production) 

data including temperature. It tries to maintain the current temperature by turning the heater 

on and off during the test period. 
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3. Increasing/Decreasing pressurefPPUs) 

- These units collect the test-pressure data and the system performance data within the 

allowed transient time, and modify the pressure of the ZrC>2-cell. 

4. Increasing/Decreasing voltagefPPUs) 

- This unit controls the voltage of the Zr02-cell based on given input data. 

5. Increasing/Decreasing flow-ratefPPUst 

- These units collect flow-rate data and system performance data within the allowed 

transient time. 

5.2.3. Process Execution UniL(PEU) 

At the lowest level, the PPUs are decomposed into process execution units (PEUs) 

which are implemented using the event-based control paradigm. Recall that in this control 

paradigm, the controller expects to receive sensor responses confirming the results of the 

control commands within model specified time windows. These PEUs interface the 

interface unit at the lowest control layer. The inputs of each PEU are subsets of the inputs 

of the PPU in which the PEUs are contained. 
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Test-pressure 
PFU 

Test-flow-rate 
PFU 

Test-temperature 
PFU 

Test-voltage 
PFU 

Increasing-
temperature 

Decreaslng-
temperature 

Decreaslng-
pressure 

Increasing-
flow-rate 

Increasing-
pressure 

Decreaslng-
flow-rate 

Increasing-
voltage 

Decreaslng-
voltage 

Turn-off 
Power supply 

Turn-off 
.Heater 

Turn-on 
Heater 

Tum-on/off 
Heater ^ 

Open-
valve 

Turn-on 
Power supply 

Close-
valve 

Figure 27 Hierarchy of the Process Control Planning Structure 

Figure 27 summarizes the hierarchical task decomposition structure in which the PFUs 

consist of PPUs, which are in turn divided into the several PEUs. 
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Test-temperature PFU Test-pressure PFU 
Start 
PFU 

Done 
PFU , 

Start 
PFU 

Done 
PFU 

time
out . 

(System 
Status-
good) 

START or 
out-of-
rangey 

time
out (System 

Status-
good) 

or 
out-ol-
range 

First-level 1 
diagnose(system 
error recovery) J 

'Second-level > 
diagriose(system 
Jihut-down) J 

time-out 

time-time
out or 

out-of-
range (System 

Status-
good) 

(System 
Status-
good) 

FINISH 

Test-voltage PFU Test-flow-rate PFU 
Done 
PFU 

Start 
PFU 

Start 
PFU 

Done 
PFU , 

Figure 28. State Transition Diagram of PFUs 

Figure 28 shows that the optimization search contains a sequence of four PFUs. There 

is also provision for dealing with system breakdowns. Each PFU has an entering-state 

(start-PFU) for receiving input data and an exit-state (done-PFU) for producing a solution. 

After one PFU has successfully finished, the following PFU starts to find the next 

solution. If a fault occurs while the PFUs are running, control of the system is transferred 

to a first level diagnoser. If this happens, the system may be left running, or it may be 

suspended temporarily. If the system is left running, recovery has to be made within 

certain time constraints, because as more time elapses, it becomes more difficult to return to 

the normal state. If the diagnoser declares the status of the system to be good before time

out, control of the system will return to the PFU. However if the diagnoser fails to restore 
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the system to proper operation in time, the second level diagnoser takes over with all 

current data and the system is shut down. 

Collecting-

turn on/off Search 
optimal 
value 

Maintamg-
temperatureV ^ 

tum on/off 

Increasing 
temperature 

out-of 
-range 

Decreasing-
temperature 

(System 
status 
good) (System 

status« 
good) 

Start 
test-temp. 
PFU 

Maintaing 
temperature/ Topt 

out-of-range 

Done First-level 
diagnoser(syste 
m error recover/ 

test-temp 

Second-level 
diagnoser(system 
shut-down) 

Figure 29. Example of State Transition Diagram 
(Test-Temperature PFU) 

Figure 29 shows the state transition diagram of the test-temperature PFU. This PFU 

divides the given temperature range into several test temperatures and heats the pipe to each 

test temperature (Ti) in turn. If the temperature does not reach the goal, control is 

transferred to the first level diagnoser system to handle the fault situation. The diagnoser 

checks all the related sensors, determines which system component is defective, and 

replaces it with a back-up system if possible. If the system status is still not-good by time

out, the first level diagnoser sends all the current data to the second level diagnoser and 
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shuts down the system. The second level diagnoser then uses its inference rules and data 

base to find a more global solution. 

Example of the First Level Diagnoser 

Fault situation :The temperature controller model changes its phase to late-error. 

If check-heater-status=good 
then check-relay(sw)-status 

If. check-heater-status=bad 
then shut-down-system 

If. check-heater-status=unknown 
then check-heater-status-again 

If check-relay-status=good 
then check-power-supply-status 

If check-relay-status=bad 
then start-secondary-backup-relay 

If. check-heater-status=unknown 
then check-relay-status-again 

If check-power-supply-status=good 
then check-transducer 

If check-power-status=bad 
then start-secondary-backup-power-system 

If. check-power-status=unknown 
then check-power-status-again 

If check-transducer-back-up-status=good 
then check-pressure-inside-pipe. 
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Inference Engine (Forward Chaining') 

If. solution is not found within time constraint, 

then stop diagnosing and transfer control to the Second Level Diagnoser along with 

all current data. 

If Ti (sub-goal temperature) is successfully reached, the PFU starts to collect data 

during the available test time. The PFU uses this data to find the optimal temperature, and 

then sets this temperature as the goal to be achieved and maintained throughout subsequent 

experimentation. 

tollecting-
.data 

Search 
optimal 
value 

wait 

Increasing 
Pressure out-of-

range (System ' 
status-good) 

Decreasing-
pressure 

time
out Popt 

Start ^ 
pressure PFU wait First-level > 

diagnose(systerrv 
error recovery) ) 

out-of-range 

Done 
test-prs. 
PFU „ 

time-out 

Second-level > 
diagnose(system 
shut-down) j 

Next PFU 

Figure 30. Example of State Transition Diagram 

(Test-Pressure PFU) 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have provided approaches both for simulation and control of an actual plant in the 

real-time DEVS-Scheme environment. We can analyze the behavior of the system with 

real-time simulation using controller models and the external device models. We may then 

control the external physical devices with the same controller models. The DEVS-Scheme 

knowledge representation scheme, the System Entity Structure, supports the selection of 

alternatives for simulation and control. Each set of alternatives comprises a Pruned Entity 

Structure. DEVS-Scheme communicates with an interface unit that supports the fast local 

control loops for physical plants. The environment was tested on a real application 

involving an Oxygen production system. Because of the program execution time required 

in real-time control, the transitions in DEVS models are delayed relative to their specified 

values. However, we showed that under reasonable conditions, the delays are not 

cumulative. 

This thesis illustrated a methodology for real-time control system design. We can 

design a control system using the standard DEVS-Scheme environment. During the 

simulation, we can study the logical behavior of the system and modify the control system 

until the desired behavior is exhibited in the simulation. At this point, we run the designed 

control system in the real-time simulation environment and check its real-time behavior. 

If we find timing problems or need to modify components of the system, we can easily go 

back to the standard DEVS-Scheme environment. This supports the iterative system 

design methodology. Finally, we test the controller on the physical plant by transforming 
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pruned entity structure for real-time control. We can continue to collect data and compare 

actual results with those of the simulation for use in subsequent design tasks. 

Unsatisfied Goal Satisfied? 

Satisfied 

Unsatisfied Goal Satisfied? 

Satisfied 

No Goal Achieved? 

Yes 

Done 

Plant Control 

Select Actuators and Sensors 

Modify SES/MB 

Prune SES for Real-Time 
Control 

Modify Actuators and 
Sensors 

Define Control Objectives 
(Goal) 

Simulate in DEVS-Scheme 
environment 

Simulate in Real-Time 
DEVS-Scheme environment 

Create SES/MB for Plant 
and Controller System 

Figure 31. Iterative Design Methodology in DEVS-Scheme environment 
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More work remains to be done to achieve real-time hierarchical control of the Oxygen 

production system. First we need to design the high level process formulation units 

(including their subordinates) to be able to modify one parameter while the others are held 

fixed. Then we need to develop a methodology for planning and replanning within a time 

criterion. Research is also needed to develop the real-time diagnoser. Since we are dealing 

with real-time systems with hard deadlines, the first level diagnoser should find the 

solution within a short time before the system is shut down completely. 
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